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Waldorf As toria Beijing's  new Into Deep Space 3D Projection Afternoon Tea. Image credit: Waldorf As toria

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Hilton's Waldorf Astoria Hotels & Resorts, Beijing is thinking out of this world with its latest culinary offer by
creating a galaxy-inspired afternoon tea.

In a partnership with Italian creative company Seletti, Waldorf Astoria will be serving its themed tea in an interactive
universe of inventive 3D projections. Hotels often incorporate creative concepts into their afternoon teas, going
beyond food-centered experiences.

"I am extremely excited with the innovative attempt for Into Deep Space 3D Projection Afternoon Tea experience,"
said Brian Tong, general manager of Waldorf Astoria Beijing, in a statement. "Our Waldorf service extends beyond
offering a luxurious and sophisticated service, we also provide guests an unforgettable and tasteful experience in
visual and tactile aspects."

Galaxy tea
The celestial inspiration for the Waldorf Astoria's tea is not limited to the futuristic table settings.

Much of the menu is inspired by the meals the crew of the Apollo 16 ate on their 1972 mission.

Guests can enjoy a crispy fish skin crater with black garlic puree and caviar, space grain-fed wagyu feef pho spring
Rolls, crystalline melon with feta cheese and black caviar and the Apollo 16 wagyu katsu sandwich on milk bread.

For dessert, there is a selection of mini doughnuts, lychee mousse, milk chocolate cake and a milk chocolate fudge
cheesecake with berries. The latter is inspired by England's Stonehenge monument, a nod to an ancient innovation.

Other desserts include a Saturn-inspired cake and a mysterious "Asteroid Ball," which resembles an asteroid but
contains more sweets inside.

The afternoon tea is also an interactive experience, as a 3D projector will be able to detect the temperature of
different beverages. When a hot drink is detected, an image of Mars will appear, and Mercury and Neptune will be
projected when there is an icy beverage present.
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Besides tea, guests can refresh themselves with Vietnamese iced coffee or a color-changing, non-alcoholic cocktail
dubbed the Interstellar.

The galaxy-themed will be offered at the hotel's Peacock Alley through Nov. 22.

Other hospitality brands have merged artistic innovations and guest experiences in edible ways.

In one iteration, guests of Rosewood Hotel Group's London property had the chance to snack on bite-sized works of
contemporary art.

Rosewood London's art-inspired pastries were based off five works by five famous artists. Options included Yayoi
Kusama, Banksy, Damien Hirst, Mark Rothko and Alexander Calder sweets (see story).
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